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Member Bulletin
Celebrating our collective voice across the Highlands

Welcome to your bulletin in this
strangest of times. As we slowly
emerge from the country's lockdown
we are continuing to look at innovative
and collaborative ways to keep in
touch with you all. Like so many, we
have had to close our office doors
meantime but rest assured staff are
working as hard as ever at home.

We are delighted to confirm to you our
successful bid to NHSH in April of this
year to deliver a three year Collective
Advocacy contract to the NHS. We
are working in earnest to determine
how we deliver our commitments
within the constraints of the current
climate.

We have some changes at the helm
too, as this summer we wish Ken
Porter a very happy retirement. We
will miss Ken on his departure at the
end of August. Read on for Ken's
message to you all. We are delighted
to let you know that Sue Lyons will
take over as SPIRIT Manager on an
interim basis. Many of you will already
know Sue through her time as
Development Worker with HUG. In the
meantime Sue and Ken are working on
handover to ensure a smooth
transition.
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The Poverty Alliance: Get Heard Scotland
Highlands Summary Report 2019/20
Many of you will know that HUG has worked closely with the Poverty Alliance over
the last few years through its Community Activists Action Group (CAAG).

Poverty is a key area of work for HUG because there are clear links between
poverty and poor mental health.

The Get Heard Scotland Initiative is part of this. Sue represents HUG on the Get
Heard Advisory Group and she was recently appointed to the Board of Directors of
the Poverty Alliance. The Get Heard Scotland initiative has recently published its
annual report and the focus on Highlands and Islands is particularly welcome.

Coming out of lockdown, tackling poverty in our rural areas is going to continue to
be a priority going forward. The challenges that many of us living with mental illness
face in accessing benefits and suitable employment mean that it is important that
HUG continues to make sure that your voices are heard on this subject.

You can access Sue's full write up here https://
www.spiritadvocacy.org.uk/resources/key-documents-
and-reports (select The Poverty Alliance - Highlands Summary Report
2019-20)

and the Poverty Alliance Report here
https://www.povertyalliance.org/wp-content/
uploads/2020/05/GHS_Highlands_FINAL_May2020.pdf
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Your Voice Matters
We are here to represent you and be the channel through which your voice is heard. We're
committed to concentrating on the matters which are most important to you, all in a safe and
welcoming environment. No matter how much or little you wish to join in, or how visible or
anonymous you want your participation we welcome everyone's input.
Read the insert to find out more about the opportunities collaboration enables, fill in your details
and pop it in the post. (Rest assured we won't bombard you with communications)

HUG Creative Space on Facebook
Whether your passion is writing; drawing
and painting; photography, poetry;
gardening; crochet; knitting.....join our
friendly private group and share in a safe
and supportive environment. Search for
@HUG Creative space

So many of us have fantastic creative
abilities and especially during this time
you may find yourself focussing more
on your skills. We'd love you to share
your creative endeavours whatever
they may be.

https://www.povertyalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/GHS_Highlands_FINAL_May2020.pdf
https://www.povertyalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/GHS_Highlands_FINAL_May2020.pdf
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HUG Thursday Think-In
Current COVID limitations on face-to-face get-togethers mean we are holding our
fortnightly Think-In by Zoom video conferencing. Everyone is very welcome to join the
conversation and we would love to see more of you add to the discussion. This is a great
opportunity if you live outwith Inverness and normally find it tricky to attend. Register via
eventbrite to be sent the zoom invite.

Follow HUG (Action for Mental Health) on www.eventbrite.co.uk

Links to eventbrite events are also posted on our facebook page -
@HUG (Action for Mental Health)

Impact
by J Higgs

Lockdown Hoedown, lockdown lockjaw,
Lockdown blues, and days with no shoes
Lockdown love with nowhere to go,
No lockdown hugs except in a logo.

Life at home is life alone;
Filling our days with chats on the phone.
Zooming to meetings has a whole new meaning;
No more burning petrol, but we’re doing house cleaning.

Times we can feel just a bit lonely,
Remembering smiles and tantrums and wishing ‘if only’.
And changes to routine we didn’t know we had,
Make living this way just so much more hard.

Whole weekends there’s no chance to speak,
Longing for someone, and it feels like a week.
So we throw ourselves into our work
And end up hankering for our long lost perk.

As long as we’re dressed for the day as a rule,
Footwear is hidden under makeshift desk and kitchen stool.
So meetings have us look like we are in full control,
Until your sister strolls in, and they all watch onscreen, as you unroll.

The days when you wish you could just tell your child
You’ll come over now when her wee ones go wild,
And there is no date in sight, to end what is banned -
To reaching and being ‘nana’, and just holding her hand.

Lockdown Hoedown, lockdown lockjaw,
Lockdown blues, and days with no shoes
Lockdown love with nowhere to go,
Thank goodness we have this way to shout out ‘HELLO!’

SPIRIT office arrangements

The current COVID pandemic has
seen the SPIRIT office closed
since mid-March when the UK
and Scottish Governments
announced the country wide
lockdown.

Throughout that time, staff have
worked at home. Adapting
quickly to new ways of working
including regular use of video
conferencing platforms to keep in
touch with each other; as well as
using these modes to attend
meetings with other organisations
and many information webinars.

HUG events are being held via
video conferencing. And the
SPIRIT board hold their monthly
meetings with the use of video
conferencing too.

You can continue to contact us
via email, facebook messenger,
post (mail is being picked up) and
telephone (leave a message on
the answerphone and someone
will get back to you).

We are continually reviewing our
ways of working in line with
government guidelines and any
changes will be communicated
through our online channels.



Did you know the Scottish
Government are looking at laws
around Mental Health and
Capacity, and Supported
Decision Making? The aim is to
make sure our laws provide us with
the protections and help that
Human Rights laws say we should
have, but also to hear what we
think we should have a right to.

Covering a whole host of things
that affect us when we have an
illness or injury that means we have
lost, perhaps only temporarily or
perhaps for ever, the ability to
make some kinds of decisions and
understand things the way we used
to - some of us may have been
born with Learning Disability or
ASD and had lifelong difficulties
making decisions about what is
safe, and what we think is best for
ourselves now, and also for our
future. These laws are basically
about setting out when others have
a legal right to intervene in our lives

when we are ill or our minds are
affected through illness or
disability. While they are not
perfect, the current laws have
made a huge difference, compared
to decades ago, and many of you
may have been involved in the
work to create eg Mental Health
Act 2005 and then 2015 with
Graham Morgan.

These
changes
over the
decades
have made great inroads to
ensuring people have clear and
enforceable rights when deciding if
they are capable of making their
own decisions and demanding help
to make the decisions they need to
make to have as much autonomy
and also be treated as an individual
with circumstances & preferences
of their own. Now is our chance to
make these laws even better.

The Current review has been open
as a consultation for any person
who has been directly affected by
these laws during the last couple of
years, either as service users or as
carers. Whilst that consultation
closing date has passed, we have
been told that due to COVID
lockdown lots of people may have
missed their chance to say what
they think and want. So, the
Review Committee has said they
are happy to hear from you now,
and as soon as possible.

Here is link to the Mental Health
Act Review where you can find out
all about it and how you can send
your ideas and experiences.

https://
www.mentalhealthlawreview.scot

If you'd like to discuss any aspects
further, please don't hesitate to get
in touch on 07932 005335 or email
jhiggs@spiritadvocacy.org.uk

clear and
enforceable rights

Mental Health Review

SPEAK launch online Support Group

SPEAK are now offering an online support group where members can
join in and have a chat with each other providing support and help with
the challenges we face. The working name for this group is SHOUT
(Speak Highland Online Users Team) although we're open to
suggestions. Meetings will take place
using Zoom.

For further details please

Message John via the Facebook page or
Email - jlyons@spiritadvcacy.org.uk

John will initially send you a membership form and a GDPR permission
form along with details of the meetings and guidelines.

In order to join you will need to have a Zoom account. If you do not
already have one you can create one at Zoom.us

Have your say
This is your bulletin and we
are always delighted to
receive your views and
creative works.

Please send any future
submissions to
editor@spiritadvocacy.org.uk

or post to SPIRIT Advocacy,
Cromwell Villa, 23 Lotland
Street, Inverness, IV1 1ST
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From: Ken Porter, Manager, SPIRIT Advocacy

A quick note to you all to announce my upcoming retirement - and to say thank you

Dear everyone

It’s hard to believe that seven years have gone soaring by since I first set foot in SPIRIT’s Inverness HQ; January 2013
I think it was - and not then knowing what adventures lay ahead of me. With my hands on the steering wheel of
HUG’s then project for older adults, ‘Live Life Well’, and with our beloved Graham Morgan as SPIRIT’s skipper, I
really had little idea of what our future might hold.

When Graham moved on to his role with the Mental Welfare Commission I, at first, found myself filling some of the
gaps his moving-on had created. And I know you know just what a hard act Graham was to follow. We are all so
privileged to know him. And when I took on the role of manager, I was (and I still am) so grateful for his continuing
support and commitment.

I thought it only fair to let you know that I will be finishing with SPIRIT Advocacy at the end of July this year,
hopefully to enjoy a healthy and satisfying retirement. (I’m ready for it!)

So, what are my own particular ‘highlights’ in my too-short time with HUG and SPIRIT? I have so many, but here are
just a few...

• Working with a regular group of care-home residents in Invergordon in our then ‘Wee Blether’ sessions;
• My never-enough visits to speak with you, in all corners of Highland, about what really matters to you;
• Our ‘Transitions’ and ‘Passages’ projects with Inverness Museum and the Moniack Mhor creative writing

centre - and the lovely writing and imagery we created there;
• Our regular ‘Think-ins’ - especially those where we worked face-to-face with health service, police

and other professionals. I always felt rather proud that we were able to offer constructive thinking,
rather than just negative criticism - and I know these professionals appreciated and valued it too;

• Our regular presence over the years at the Scottish Mental Health Arts Festival, and our creative
contributions to it;

• HUG and People First Highland birthday celebrations ... are we really that old???
• Our peer research project with UHI and Birchwood Highland - ‘Migrants Matter’.
• Our work with younger folk through SPEAK - and with the Youth Philanthropy Initiative (YPI) - just so

much enthusiasm, spirit and so many fresh ideas;
• Our work with local and national partners, too many to mention, have added huge value to our work;
• Seeing our new website presence coming to life - www.spiritadvocacy.org.uk
• Seeing our members, year-on-year, offering their testimonies and experiences directly to people with

the power to implement change for the better. Our awareness training sessions are a hugely important
part of our work. Long may they continue;

• Seeing our input to the pilot Distress Brief Intervention www.dbi.scot programme coming to fruition -
and now being rolled-out nationwide in response to the CoVid-19 outbreak. Also, being present when
the initiative won a major mental health award in late 2019;

• Our increased role and active participation in the Scottish Independent Advocacy Alliance (SIAA) and
much more sharing of ideas with other advocacy organisations across the whole of Scotland; and
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My heartfelt best wishes

Ken Porter

• Last year’s finalising and publishing of our report about mental health crisis - ‘You almost have to be
well to be ill’. It’s hugely satisfying for me to see your viewpoints beginning to have influence more
widely as a result.

Of course, not all has been sweetness and light over that time. As with many charities and third-sector
organisations, these last few years have not been easy for us. An extended period of the so-called ‘austerity’
agenda, and a universal tightening of belts saw us move, by neccessity, to becoming a part- time organisation - and
a highly stressed-out one into the bargain.

That is something I am not so proud of, and I genuinely hope SPIRIT can ‘up’ its hours again soon. Our winning of
another 3-5-year contract with NHS Highland early this year offers us much hope and a firmer foundation to build
upon.

For me, another noteable factor of my time with SPIRIT has been my experiences of people coming, going, returning
and going again. In a way, I don’t mind that and I understand more than ever how often cruel, unpredictable and
unforgiving illnesses can take people away from doing the things they love, enjoy and get satisfaction from. But I’m
heartened, too, to see many of our members moving-on to positive ‘pastures new’; seeing them confident, and well,
and giving something back to their communities - including, of course, through working with HUG.

And, naturally I’ve been particularly saddened when we’ve lost people who were special to us - Margaret McKechnie
and Marja-Liisa Puolakka come immediately to mind. We miss them dearly but we know, too, that their legacies will
stay with us for many years to come. I feel so privileged to have known them.

Despite its many and diverse challenges, I have enjoyed my spell with SPIRIT Advocacy immensely; I have learned
much, have met some wonderful people and have worked with fantastic board and staff teams. I have developed an
enormous respect for the role of Independent Advocacy, particularly of the ‘collective’ variety, and genuinely value
the ongoing input from you, our dedicated members. You are all wonderful people - and I trust the SPIRIT team,
board and staff, will continue to let you know that is the case.

And the same must be said of the many health, social care and other professionals with whom I have had the privilege to work
alongside, and to help further SPIRIT’s and HUG’s missions.

I’ll finish by saying a very big ‘thank you’, to every single one of you, for your energies, passion and generous commitment over
these years. Long may that continue.



I'm in, here are my details
Pop your completed form in the enclosed SAE or drop us an email to hug@spiritadvocacy.org.uk giving your details
and consent to use.

Know anyone who'd like to be involved? We'd love to hear from them too, why not pass this leaflet on and tell
them to get in touch. Find us on facebook @HUG (Action for Mental Health) or online - www.spiritadvocacy.org.uk
www.spiritadvocacy.org.uk

Name:

HUG Member: yes no please email me a membership form

You can contact me by: mobile - text call email
(please tick all ways you consent to us using to get in touch; all details are held in the strictest confidence in accordance with

GDPR legislation)

Mobile Number:

Email:

Your Voice
Matters

Join us
share your experiences of the ways you've
been treated by health and other services

share the things that matter to you most

help us gather examples and evidence of
the need for positive change

share what it's really like to live with a
mental health condition

help us fight stigma and discrimination
often associated with our illnesses

help us promote recovery and improved
wellbeing for all

Why we want you
be part of something important to you, and
others

learn and develop new skills

build on your self confidence and natural
creativity

make a valuable, and valued, contribution
to the way the world works

make new friends and contacts in a very
supportive environment

enjoy the satisfaction of time well spent

HUG Action for Mental Health is always looking for people to take part, even in some small
way, in our projects, meetings and activities - and taking our collective voice to those in
power who can affect positive change.

In light of the current CoVid19 lockdown, and with our small team working from home,
we’d like to know how best you'd like to become involved and reap the benefits of
collaborating with us.

! !


